
multi asset funded 
trading programme



>   Trade copier service
>   Global trading community
>   Trade Alerts

Trade Simple Trade Smart is a financial 
markets trading education company 
based in london. 

Our Multi Asset funded trader programme, offers individuals from all walks of life, 
the opportunity to learn proven trading strategies and techniques, that can be  
applied to all markets and timeframes in the world. Participants will receive exclusive 
training and mentorship from professional traders.

The aim of the 3 month Multi Asset Trader programme is to educate our students 
in all aspects of technical analysis and financial markets trading, to a professional 
and profitable level. The course is divided into three parts which include Theory, 
Practice and Application.  All students will receive Live trading accounts and have 
the opportunity to earn money from trading by month three, subject to meeting 
the profitability criteria set out within the programme.

With a combined trading experience of over 25 years, we take pride in 
turning ordinary individuals with limited success in the markets to professional 
traders with a proven edge by teaching institutional level trading techniques 
that very few people know about.

>  Forex Pro Trader programme
>  Fibonacci Master Trader programme
>  Funded Trader Programme
>  Trader Career Development 

Our offerings for:
The Retail Market:

>  Institutional training
>  Bespoke analysis service
>  Managed trade signal service
>  White label solution

Trading Services: 

Our trading methods focus on:
>  Support and Resistance Levels
>  Fibonacci Price and Time Analysis
>  Harmonic Pattern Recognition
>  Eliott Wave Counts
>  Trading AB=CD Patterns
>  Sentiment Analysis

These allow any trader to trade with a high degree of 
accuracy while being able to idenitfy low-risk high 
probability trading opportunities.

The INSTITUTIONAL Market:



>   Full Financial backing for committed traders
>   Get paid to trade with payments ranging from $1 to $16 for every pip earned
>   12 Months access to our 28 hour Fibonacci and Harmonics trading video course
>   Daily market analysis and trade setup videos
>   Weekly group mentoring sessions
>   Exclusive subscription to our EMAIL AND SMS Trade Alert Service
>   Email correspondence with our traders
>   Social Trading package
>   Exclusive membership to our online trading forum
>   Bespoke trading tools
 

Trade Simple Trade Smart’s Multi Asset Trader Programme is aimed at individuals who wish 
to have the correct knowledge, training and skill set, to trade any financial market and time-
frame in the world, on either a full or part-time basis. The focus of the programme is to train 
profitable and consistent traders and financially back them with company funds to trade 
with. Traders will be trained for 3 months and given a live trading account from the third 
month to start trading. There will be conditions which need to be met for all traders, such as a 
maximum draw down allowance on your trading account, and a minimum number of points 
needing to be achieved each month in order to advance to a higher percentage payout. 

Suitable for both new and experienced traders alike, this programme is the perfect way to 
gain an edge in your current trading or to start a new career in trading multiple asset classes, 
such as Stocks, Commodities, FX, Bonds and Futures.

THE 3 MONTH 
TRAINING 
PROGRAMME 
INCLUDES:

“trade any financial 
market and time-
frame in the world.”



Once you have learnt our methodology and techniques, you will then be given a live account to 
begin your trading career. The Multi-Asset Trader programme is designed to develop students 
into confident day, swing or position traders, who have the ability to trade multiple asset classes 
and timeframes from anywhere in the world. We achieve this by providing the necessary institutional 
level training and financial backing. All traders that complete our 3 month intensive training period 
will have the ability to trade any market like a true professional.

The first stage of the programme is education and theory. During this period, you will receive 
access to our community trading forum, group mentorship sessions, along with exclusive access 
to our 28 hour Fibonacci and harmonic online video course. This institutional level course is in 
depth and contains some of the best step by step video instruction course material you will find 
on technical analysis anywhere. During your group mentoring sessions, you will have the opportunity 
to go over any elements of the course with your mentor and will also receive further strategies 
which are not included in the online material.

Education & Training

Live Trading Account



Every trader’s stumbling block to success is either not knowing what to do or not having sufficient 
capital to trade with. We have solved both problems with this unique programme by firstly 
teaching you proven techniques which are used by the top banks, hedge funds and institutions 
around the world to make money from the financial markets. We give full support to our traders 
during this period to ensure they understand and apply the strategies correctly using group mentoring, 
supplying daily videos and trade setups and more. Secondly, we will fund traders who complete 
the training in order to give them an opportunity to earn while learning.

get paid to trade

Traders will be paid a sliding scale from $1 a point to $16 a point, for every point made on a 
trade. This could equate to earnings ranging from $300 to $15,000 a month depending on how 
profitable a trader is. Once a sufficient track record is built up then that trader will also be given 
larger funds to trade with on a percentage split basis. This would take earnings to upwards of 
$150,000 a year depending on trader performance. As a result, there is a real opportunity to 
earn a great income from trading without having to commit any personal funds what so ever. 
Please note that after month two, there are conditions attached to the live account, such as a 
maximum loss threshold as well as monthly point targets that need to be met.
 
The maximum loss threshold is 300 points before we terminate a trader from the programme 
and the monthly profit target is also 300 points in order to continue as a trader and be moved 
up to a higher points payout rate. 

Payment structure

Why offer the programme?
The main reason we are offering this programme is because we aim to build and bring together 
a strong team of highly trained and developed traders, who can confidently and consistently profit 
from the world’s financial markets. We believe if a trader has the passion and desire to learn and apply 
themselves and is educated and trained correctly, they have a strong chance of being successful.



During months 1 & 2 we will take you step-by-step through our 
proven master trader programme to develop you as a multi-asset 
trader capable of capturing large moves in the market on a regular 
basis. Our methodology utilities advanced price action analysis, Fibonacci 
ratios, time and cycle analysis and harmonic pattern recognition techniques.

This special combination of advanced trading techniques has been 
proven to have unparalleled predictive qualities in the world of technical 
analysis. Many traders use Fibonacci and Harmonic Pattern analysis 
incorrectly without realising their mistakes, which is why many are 
not able to get consistent results with them. 

 The T.S.T.S master trader programme will show you how to combine 
the three technical elements of PATTERN, PRICE and TIME analysis at 
an institutional level. Many of the techniques you will learn are utilised 
by some of the world’s largest funds. 

The application of the strategies and techniques you will learn 
during the master trader programme will allow you to analyse and 
identify high probability trading opportunities in any market and any 
time frame. On completion of the programme, all traders will have the 
ability to determine high probability prices, dates and times of future 
market reversals, well ahead of time.

During the master trader programme you will receive ongoing support 
via daily market reports and trade alerts, the daily support will give 
you the opportunity to watch first-hand as the techniques you are 
learning are applied to live market conditions. This will also allow 
you watch trade setups and monitor trade entries as and when they 
happen.

programme content



How to objectively identify the short to long term direction of a market’s trend.

MASTER trading objectives
TREND:

RATIOS:

RETRACEMENTS:

MARKET SYMMETRY:

FIBONACCI CLUSTERS:

FIBONACCI AND TIME:

A.B.C.D CORRECTIONS:

MULTIPLE TIME FRAMES:

ENTRY TECHNIQUES:

TRADE MANAGEMENT: Master a variety of strategies that you can utilise once you have entered a trade 
to both maintain and maximise a trades full profits potential.

Traders will learn about the famous Fibonacci sequence, and take a look at the 
simple process behind how common and uncommon ratios that are used to 
analyse the financial markets are derived. 

Learn how to apply both the internal and external retracement price projection 
tools on any market and any time frame.

Understand how to correctly apply Fibonacci symmetry and alternate price projections 
to charts; this will give you a unique insight into future levels of hidden support 
and resistance.

Learn how to combine all of the Fibonacci price projection tools you have leant 
and create layered support and resistance zones for possible future market reversals  

How to apply Fibonacci time projections, to any market, and any time frame. This 
easy to follow process will allow you to project and identify high probability dates 
and times for future market reversals.

Learn how to identify and trade ABCD corrections as well as harmonic patterns 
such as The Gartley, Crab, Bat, Butterfly etc.

In a simple approach to multiple timeframe analysis you will be taught how to 
combine three timeframes to analyse a market, and the unique role each time-
frame plays when assisting a trader.

Traders will be taught a variety of different entry strategies based on technical 
factors that will allow you to enter a trade without hesitation.



Multi asset funded trader programme monthly learning plan - months 1 and 2

WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4

MONTH 1

Month 1 & 2 will concentrate on learning how to apply our advanced trading strategies and techniques to the charts of currencies, equities, commodities and indices. The objective is 
to get you to anticipate what the market is likely to do well in advance of other market participants and then be able to take advantage of it. The content will be delivered in modular 
form. This is broken down into the first 5 weeks of month 1 and 2 being focused on lessons and the last three weeks focusing on review and assessment.

1.0  Course Orientation
1.1  Trend Identification
1.2  Trends and Price Action
1.3  Trends and MA’s
1.5  Market Action vs 
        Price Action
2.0  Fibonacci Ratios
2.1  The Fibonacci Sequence
2.2  Common Ratios
2.3  Uncommon Ratios
2.4  Swing Highs & Swing Lows

3.0  Fibonacci Support & 
        Resistance
3.1  Key Retracement Levels
3.2  Retracement Guidelines
3.2  External Retracements
4.0  Symmerty & Price 
        Projections
4.1  Symmerty Projections
4.2  Alternate Projections

5.0  Fibonacci Clusters
5.1  Fib Cluster Zones
5.2  Symmetry Cluster zones
5.3  Fibonacci Cluster Blocks
6.0  Fibonacci Time Analysis
6.1  Fib Ratios and Time
6.2  Time Cycles & Retracements
6.3  Time Symmetry
6.4  Time Clusters

7.0  ABCD Corrections
7.1  ABCD Price & Time Targets
7.2  ABCD Reversal Confirmations
7.3  CD Leg Price & Time Projections
8.0  Harmonic Patterns
8.1  The Bat Pattern
8.2  The Gartley Pattern
8.3  The Butterfly Pattern
8.4  The Crab Pattern

Tools & Resources
Group Mentoring

Tools & Resources
Group Mentoring

Tools & Resources
Group Mentoring

10.0  Entry Techniques
11.0  Stop Loss & Profit Targets
12.0  Trailing Stops
13.0  Guidelines & Trading Plan

Revision & Review Week
Demo Trading

Revision & Review Week
Demo Trading

Tools & Resources
Daily Market Reviews
Trade Alerts
Trading Platform Orientation
Group Mentoring

Tools & Resources
Daily Market Reviews
Trade Alerts

Group Mentoring

Tools & Resources
Daily Market Reviews
Trade Alerts

Group Mentoring

Tools & Resources
Group Mentoring
Trading Business Plan

1:1 Performance Review

9.0    Multiple Time Frames

LessonsLessons Lessons Lessons

Lessons Lessons Lessons Lessons

(Lessons & 
Application)

MONTH 2
(Practice & 
Execution)

Demo Trading



WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4

MONTH 3 Daily Market Reviews
Trade Alerts
Master Trader Forum

Group Mentoring

Daily Market Reviews
Trade Alerts
Master Trader Forum

Group Mentoring

Daily Market Reviews
Trade Alerts
Master Trader Forum

Group Mentoring

Daily Market Reviews
Trade Alerts
Master Trader Forum

1:1 Performance Reviews

MULTI ASSET TRADER monthly learning plan - live trading
Month 3 will focus on live trading and applying the lessons you have learned during the previous 2 months. This means being active in trading equities, Indices and 
currencies.  Each trader will be assessed at the end of each month to monitor progress and performance. Some people may choose to specialise in day trading while others 
wish to specialise in position trading - this is all determined by your trading business plan. As such, each person will be assessed by how closely they followed their trading 
business plan and the goals outlined within the plan itself. Month 3 will prepare each person for being able to trade independently but within a fully supported environment.

Live Trading Live Trading Live Trading Live Trading

Support & Resources Support & Resources Support & Resources Support & Resources



The multi asset
trader
programme
online support

GROUP MENTORING SESSIONS
The Multi-Asset programme group 
mentoring sessions will be held 
weekly. The mentoring session 
will give you an opportunity to ask 
questions about Modules, trade 
setups, and the application of the 
master trader programmes strategies 
and techniques. This will be a 
classroom environment that will 
allow you to discuss key points 
and interact with others members 
on the programme. 

All traders on the Trader 
Development Programme will
receive ongoing support consisting 
of the following:

Once traders have completed the first month of education, they will 
then demo trade for the second month and then live trade on the third 
month. By the end of Month 2, Traders will have a unique insight into 
advanced technical analysis techniques, covering Fibonacci Time and 
Price analysis, Elliot Wave and Harmonic patterns. Traders will be able 
to demonstrate a full understanding of Trade Entry techniques, Stop and 
Profit target placements, Trailing Stops and all round trade management.

On completion of the course you will have a clear understanding of 
the underlying structure of all markets and timeframes, and have the 
unique advantage of choosing  the type of trader you would like to 
become by simply applying your new skill set, to the timeframes which 
best suit your life style.  



TRADING FORUM
Traders will with have exclusive access to the Fibonacci Master trading forum, where you can create your own profile, post trade set-
ups, ask questions, and interact with other programme participants and traders.

FIBONACCI AND HARMONIC - DAILY MARKET REVIEW 
All traders will have access to our Fibonacci and harmonic daily trading guide, created by our head traders highlighting which Stocks, 
Commodities, Bonds or currency pairs to focus on for the short medium or long term. The report will focus on setups based on pattern 
price and time, and highlight harmonic and A.B.C.D patterns. This daily identification of high probability Fibonacci and harmonic trading 
areas is invaluable as it will give you a plan of action for the days or weeks ahead, so that you are not left alone but can see clearly 
how to implement the strategies you have learnt.

PROPRIETARY TRADE ALERTS
All traders will receive Email and SMS trade entry alerts as they happen. When we identify a setup on a global stock, commodity or 
index and the entry criteria is met, we will send you an email and SMS with details of the entry, stop loss and target levels. In other 
words if you cannot be at your screen to watch the entry criteria for a valid trade setup take place, we will notify you as and when it 
occurs. Please note this is an educational service and we do not recommend trades – as part of your ongoing support it is important 
that you have the opportunity to witness and observe the strategies and techniques you are learning unfold in real live market 
environments.

APPLICATION PROCESS:
Please note the Multi-Asset Funded Trader programme is open to new and experienced traders alike. Although previous experience 
is an advantage, it isn’t essential, as full training will be provided along with extensive ongoing support. To apply for this programme 
please submit a CV and covering letter detailing why you are interested in becoming a Funded Trader with Trade Simple Trade Smart. 
There will be a one on one consultation and if successful then applicants will be invited to join the programme at which point the fees 
will then become due. The price for the programme is detailed on our website.

You can email your application to trading@tradesimpletradesmart.com

www.tradesimpletradesmart.com


